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Space Fact:  Vanguard 1, the second U.S. satellite, remains in orbit from March 17, 1958, revolving around the globe about 2,400 miles 
above Earth.  American's first satellite, Explorer 1, launched February 1, 1958, came down in 1970.  The USSR's first and second Sputniks, 
launched in October and November 1957, came down in 1958. 
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The COS-Rocketeer is the official journal of the Colorado 
Springs Rocket Society (COSROCS), NAR section #515.  
This journal, published bi-monthly by members of 
COSROCS, serves to provide information on all aspects of 
rocketry.  Articles, rocket plans, and photos are always 
welcome.  Items for publication should be submitted to the 
editor: 
 
 Greg Elder 
 6121 Cranberry Ln. 
 Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
 
 e-mail:  gelder@pcisys.net 
 
Material appearing in The COS-Rocketeer may be reprinted 
by Sport Rocketry magazine or other NAR section 
newsletters, as long as proper credit is given. 
 
COSROCS’ membership dues are $20.00 per year per 
family.  Junior memberships (under age 18) cost $5.00 per 
year.  Checks should be made payable to COSROCS.  
Applications and payment should be mailed to the following 
address: 
 
 COSROCS 
 P.O. Box 15896 

Colorado Springs, CO 80935-5896 
 
The COSROCS phone number is (719)575-0060 
 
If you have access to the Internet, COSROCS has a web site 
and a listserv.  The COSROCS web site is: 

http://www.cosrocs.org.   
 
The e-mail address for the listserv is cosrocs@egroups.com.  
To subscribe to the listserv, go to 
 

 http://www.egroups.com/subscribe/cosrocs 
 
COSROCS is a family-oriented club.  Everyone is always 
welcome at our launches and meetings.  Please join us.  
You’ll have a blast! 
 
COSROCS received the NAR’s LAC Award (Rockwell 

Trophy) in 2000 for having produced the best newsletter. 

 

COSROCS Officers 
 
President: Neil Kinney, nkinney@arinc.com 
Vice President: Greg Sandras, sandrasg@interserv.com 
Section Advisor: Warren Layfield, section515@juno.com 
Secretary: Nadine Kinney, photos.by.nadine@pcisys.net 
Treasurer: Mark James, mgjames@concentric.net 
Librarian: Stan Huyge, shuyge@undalumni.org 
Contests:  Dave Nauer, david.nauer@wcom.com 
Web Master: Mark James, mgjames@concentric.net 

 

 

Launches and Meetings 
 
COSROCS holds a business meeting on the second 
Wednesday of every month from 7:00PM until 9:00PM.  
The meeting location is the Gold Hills Police Station at 705 
South Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs. 
 

 
 
COSROCS holds a sport launch on the first Saturday of each 
month, weather permitting.  The launch is held at the Stetson 
Hills Elementary School, located at 4910 Jedediah Smith 
Rd. in Colorado Springs.  The launches begin at 9:00AM 
and last until approximately 12:00 noon.  Our launches are 
free and open to the public.  A one pound weight limit is 
imposed for rockets launched at Stetson Hills. 
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The Nagging Editor 
By Greg Elder 

 
 Welcome to the real start of the new millenium.  I’ve volunteered 
to serve as the COS-Rocketeer editor again (no, I’m not crazy).  With 
continued support from COSROCS members, we can continue to 
publish a first-class newsletter.  I need inputs for the newsletter by the 
15th of the month prior to the month of publication, e.g., inputs for the 
March/April issue are due by the 15th of February.  This gives me two 
weeks to put everything together and print the newsletter. 
 This year, of course, reminds me of Stanley Kubrick’s great movie 
“2001: A Space Odyssey.”  I saw this movie when it first came out in 
1968.  I was quite amazed at its vision of the future, as far as space 
flight was concerned.  If you have never seen this movie, run down to 
your nearest video store and rent a copy. 
 I am sponsoring a design contest, the goal of which is to design a 
model rocket of what you think spacecraft will look like 50 years from 
now.  Details of the contest were printed in the Nov/Dec 1999 COS-
Rocketeer, as well as having been posted to the COSROCS listserv.  If 
you need additional information, please contact me. 
 

Section News 
 
 Section Officers for 2001.  The annual COSROCS Christmas 
party was held 13 December at Terri and Frank Bittinger’s home.  A 
great time was had by all—lots of food, rocketry discussions, and 
rocket videos.  During the party, we voted for section officers for 2001.  
Unlike Florida, we had no re-counts, dimpled chads, or Electoral 
College to worry about.  Here is a run down on the winners: President, 
Neil Kinney; Vice President: Greg Sandras; Secretary: Nadine Kinney; 
Treasurer and Web Master: Mark James; Librarian: Stan Huyge; 
Section Advisor: Warren Layfield; Contests and Records: Dave Nauer; 
Newsletter Editor: Greg Elder.  Thank you Terri and Frank for once 
again opening your home for the party. 
 T-Shirts.  At the November meeting, we voted on the design for 
new t-shirts.  The winner is an oldie but goodie—“In Thrust We Trust.”  
This was the design of the original COSROCS t-shirt from the early 
1990’s.  Dave Nauer is the only member who still has one of these 
shirts.  Now everyone will be able to own one.  The new t-shirt will 
have the “In Thrust We Trust” design on the back and a small 
COSROCS logo on the front.  Nadine will be handling t-shirt orders 
again.  Ordering information will be provided at a future meeting and 
also posted on our listserv.  If you think you will want a new t-shirt, let 
Nadine know. 
 Launch Site Search Committee.  A launch site search committee 
was formed at the November meeting.  Frank, Neil, and Stan are three 
of the committee members.  They plan to start scoping out potential 
new launch sites in January.  If you know of any locations that would 
make good launch fields, or if you would like to join the committee, 
contact Frank, Neil, or Stan. 
 Razor Rally.  Our President, Neil Kinney, has suggested a new 
contest—the Razor Rally.  This event has three parts and involves the 
Custom Razor rocket kit.  First, each person must start with an 
unopened Razor kit and build it on the launch field.  The first person 
done gets 100 points.  Each succeeding person to finish, gets an 
additional 5 points subtracted from their score, e.g., the 2nd person gets 
95 points, 3rd person gets 90 points, and so forth.  Next, each person 
must make 3 successful flights and recoveries of their Razor.  Two 
flights must be on B motors and one flight must use a C motor.  The 
first person to complete all three flights gets 100 points.  Each 
succeeding person to finish 3 flights gets an additional 5 points 
deducted from their score.  Finally, each person must turn in their 

Razor for scale judging.  Points will be awarded based upon how 
closely the model appears to the picture on the kit package.  Sounds 
like a fun contest.  No specific date has been set for the Razor Rally, 
though February was mentioned as the likely month.  If you want to 
participate, buy a Custom Razor now (but do not build it).  Neil will 
have more info at our next meeting.  (I will try to strong-arm him into 
writing something for the newsletter as well.) 
 Nadine’s Photos in Aerotech Catalog.  In the latest catalog from 
Aerotech are many photos taken by Nadine Kinney.  As usual, her 
photos are outstanding. 
 

What is Model Rocket Competition All About? 
By David J. Nauer 

 
 Some of you may have noticed that we host two National 
Association of Rocketry (NAR) contests each year and may be 
wondering what it is all about?  Why does COSROCS host contests, 
and what can it mean for our sport only member?  Today we host a 
winter contest (Winterfest) the first Saturday of the year, and we host a 
second Regional contest in June or July called Pikes Peak or BLAST. 
 First, why compete?  For some it is pure competition, the 
challenge of pitting your skills against others and to achieve placements 
and contest points towards national standings.  This “pure competitor” 
does exist, and is usually experienced and difficult to beat.  Others may 
take the challenge to better them selves, pitting their building skills 
against very difficult requirements at the highest levels of competition.  
Others may enjoy the friendships and interactions that occur at a local, 
regional, and national level. 
 For me it is a little of all of this—I love to fly my rockets against 
others and see how they can do.  I also like the idea of learning new 
techniques, using new materials, and pushing designs to achieve better 
and more consistent performances.  And finally, there is a group of 
people I know across the nation that I usually only see at National 
Meets (called NARAMs) or in the context of Model Rocket 
Competition. 
 OK—you are a beginner.  You have never competed and are 
wondering how to “get into it”.  The first step is to go to the NAR web 
site at www.nar.org and download the “Pink Book” – the rulebook for 
model rocket competition.  That book contains all of the necessary 
rules for each event and overall rules for each competition.  Next, 
contact a member who is interested in competition and ask questions!  
You can call me at home at 719-487-8737 if you are interested in 
starting, but we have other members interested in this aspect, including 
our editor, Greg Elder, and in Denver, the current National Champion, 
Bruce Markielewski, who is also a long-time COSROCS member. 
 We have an upcoming contest on 1/6/01, with a bad weather date 
on 2/3/01—Winterfest X.  There are four separate events plus a fun 
event that could be of interest to you.  For example, this contest will 
include a Streamer Duration event; Egg Lofting with a standard “C” 
impulse motor; a boost glider event (launch a glider on a rocket); and a 
“super-roc” duration event where you build a long rocket relative to the 
motor power; plus a fun event using micro-max rockets under streamer 
duration.  If you are remotely interest, stop by and watch, or bring a 
rocket and enter it! 
 What can you gain from competition?  Perhaps the most important 
thing is better building skills, new friendships, and better knowledge of 
materials and construction options.  For example, if you want to learn 
more about gliders, competition is an excellent path to go down – you 
must learn how a glider works, what options you have in a boost 
situation, and you learn the differences between “flexi”, “boost”, and 
“rocket” gliders and how to build them.  Believe me, if you want to 
learn, there is a lot of material out there, and we are VERY VERY 
fortunate to have top-level competitors and the BEST rocket 
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competition company out there in our own back yard.  Apogee 
Components, owned by Tim Van Milligan, has a web site at: 
http://www.apogeerockets.com/ and sells a wealth of information on 
competition.  Tim’s company also has kits for most events that will be 
competitive at most contests, and has high performance model rocket 
engines which most competitors rely upon for many events. 
 SO—if you think this all sounds interesting, you make take a 
pause and investigate.  Please give me a call if you are interested! 
 

The History of Body Tubes 
By Tim Van Milligan 

 
 I was talking to a good friend recently (who used to work at Estes 
during the glory years), and he got to talking about the history of some 
of the "BT" series body tubes for model rockets.  I thought the story 
was kinda interesting, so I pumped and prodded him for more 
information so that I could share it with the readers of this newsletter. 
Before the Estes tubes were named "BT", they were just simply 
designated with the letter "T."  The first one was the size of today's BT-
20.  It got its start from Orville Charlise when he invented the first 
rocket motor.  Charlise was a fireworks manufacturer, and the one size 
tube he had to make rocket motors with was one that was pretty close 
to 3/4 inches in diameter.  This motor became the standard size, and is 
now know as the 18mm diameter size.  The tube that fit over the motor 
became the first rocket tube manufactured. 
 I was told that the first tubes were not spiral wound, but were 
parallel wound.  This limited them on length, and the quality wasn't the 
greatest.  Eventually, the tubes were made spiral wound.  The same 
company that made them for Estes in the 1960's is still making them 
today. 
 The "BT" designation was developed by a rocket designer named 
Bill Simon.  According to legend, he didn't have any set plan when he 
started naming tubes.  He jumped around a bit, leaving gaps in the 
numbering system to give room for future tubes. 
 The BT-30, which isn't used at all anymore, was the size of the 
tube that was used for several of the original Estes kits.  It was used in 
the Scout, Mark, and Space Plane. 
 The BT-40 was never used by Estes, but was the name given to a 
couple of tubes in some of the free plans that were given away to 
modelers.  A Harry Stine plan called the "Dirty Bird" was one of the 
kits that needed an odd size tube, so it was give the designation BT-40. 
 There is a common perception that the BT-60 came from a paper 
towel tube.  Actually, the Ranger kit gave us the birth of the BT-60.  It 
was sized so that a cluster of three BT-20 tubes would fit inside. 
 Before the 24mm D motor was invented, the BT-50 came from the 
1/70th scale Saturn 1B (actually, it is 1/72nd scale).  The BT-50 was 
the size of the tube of the 8 tubes on base of the vehicle. 
 The BT-70 also came from the 1/70th scale Saturn 1B.  It was the 
size of the tube of the service module. 
 The 1/100th scale Saturn V kit gave us a couple of tubes.  The BT-
101 was the size of the big tube on the lower part of the model.  The 
BT-80 was the size of the tube that was used on the third stage of the 
model. 
 It was the Arcas scale kit that first used the BT-55 tube.  The BT-5 
was created as the motor tube for the 13mm motor. 
 When the Centuri company was merged into Estes, the company 
eventually dropped most of the tubes.  The one exception was the BT-
56, which was bigger than the BT-55, but less than the BT-60.  The 
reason it stuck was because Centuri had an egglofting kit that used the 
tube.  Estes wasn't about to re-tool the nose cone to fit the BT-55 tube, 

so they kept it around.  There was also another nose cone that fit this 
size tube too.  It was eventually used on the Maniac kit. 
 The next line of standardized tubes to come out of Estes were the 
HBT series; which were a creation of Mike Dorffler, and stood for 
"Heavy" Body Tubes.  In this series, the tube size was named for the 
physical size of the tube.  The first of this new series was HBT-1090, 
which had a outer diameter of 1.090 inches.  The HBT-3000, which 
was 3.000 inches in diameter, was first used in the Pro Series kit: 
Patriot. 
 At Apogee Components, our line of standard tubes are based on 
the Estes tubes.  But, we choose an easier naming system to remember 
for customers.  It is based on the motor size (measured in millimeters) 
that will fit snugly into the tubes.  For example: BT-5 becomes the 
Airframe Tube-13mm (because a 13mm diameter motor fits into it).  
The BT-20 becomes the AT-18mm, and the BT-50 becomes the AT-
24mm.  Apogee wasn't the first rocket company to choose this naming 
system.  It is commonly used in high power rocketry; for example, a 
29mm motor will fit into a tube designated as 29mm.  The same goes 
for 38mm, 54mm, 75mm, and 98mm tubes. 
 The 10.5mm tube was supposed to be 10mm, but there was a 
problem with the 10mm motors, so they eventually became 10.5mm in 
diameter.  However, that is a story for another issue of this newsletter.  
We will continue to name future tubes equal to the outside diameter as 
measured in mm.  For example, the core tube used on the Delta III 
scale kit is called the AT-22.5, because it is 22.5 mm in diameter. 
 
Update 6/18/00: Changes since this article was first written 
 I got a lot of emails about the BT-50 tube.  They went something 
like this: "But Tim, but Tim... I looked in all my old catalogs, and the 
BT-50 was used in other models before the Saturn 1B was produced. 
The Alpha for example."  My sources on this article were Bill Simon 
(who started working at Estes in 1962), and Mike Dorffler, who started 
in 1969.  Again, the BT-50 was created for the Saturn 1B tank tubes.  It 
was one of those kits that was created several years before it was ever 
produced as a kit.  Another example of this is the Mercury Atlas.  It 
was sitting in the R&D offices for about 5 years before it actually 
became a kit. 
 About the author: Tim Van Milligan is the owner of Apogee 
Components (http://www.apogeerockets.com) and the new rocketry 
education web site: http://www.apogeerockets.com/education.  He is 
also the author of the books: "Model Rocket Design & Construction" 
"69 Simple Science Fair Projects with Model Rockets: Aeronautics" 
and publisher of the FREE e-zine newsletter about model rockets.  You 
can subscribe to this e-zine at the Apogee Components web site, or 
sending any message to: apogeerockets-subscribe@listbot. 
 

New Products/Industry News 
 
 Apogee Components’ RockSim Version 5.0.  Apogee 
Components has released RockSim version 5.0.  The price is $85 for 
new users, $35 for those upgrading from version 4.0, or $50 for those 
updating from v3.0 and older.  The new version features awesome 3-D 
images of your rocket designs; plus advanced simulation techniques 
like: electronic deployment of recovery devices, tracking the rocket 
after parachute deployment, and staggered ignition of rocket motors.  
On the design side, the new features added are: through-the-wall fin 
tabs on any shape fins, complex motor cluster arrangements, and saving 
of component sub-assemblies.  More information is available from the 
Apogee web site: http://www.apogeerockets.com/rocksim.asp 
 But it is the 3-D images that will really amaze you.  It is so simple 
to use; RockSim lets you design rockets on a 2-D drawing board, and 
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then you just click a button—BAM!  Instant 3-D image of your rocket!  
You can rotate it to any view angle, and even export the image out in 
VRML format for viewing on your own web site. 
 RockSim is still a highly unique rocketry suite—combining both 
the design of the rocket and the flight simulations into a seamless user 
interface.  Designing your rockets is as simple as selecting parts from a 
massive database of components, and arranging them as you would 
build any rocket.  And as you design your rocket on the computer, 
RockSim constantly determines the CP and the CG location to 
determine the static stability of the design.  Once the design is 
complete, you select a motor from the database, and set the launch 
conditions of the rocket.  Click the launch button, and RockSim 
performs advanced dynamic stability algorithms to determine how the 
rocket will fly in any wind conditions. 
 Binder Design Releases the Bat.  Binder Design announces the 
release of their first new kit since 1996—the Bat.  Designed by Jason 
Binder, the Bat is designed to fill the gap between the Thug and Excel 
models, and is a hot performer on 29mm reloadable motors, sizes F 
through I.  The 41" tall, 4" diameter Bat includes a 29mm motor mount, 
fully photo-illustrated instructions, all hardware, 3/16" ply fins, laser-
cut centering rings, a high-quality 30" Pacific Wind parachute, fin 
alignment guide, and thick-walled tubing.  Great for Level One 
certification attempts, the Bat is also stunning with its metallic silver 
decal package.  For more information visit the Binder Design web site, 
http://www.binder-design.com. 
 Neubauer Rockets Releases D-Region Tomahawk.  Neubauer 
Rockets has released a 1:5.5 semi-scale version of the classic D-Region 
Tomahawk NASA sounding rocket!  Standing almost three feet tall, 
this Skill Level 2 kit features laser cut balsa fins, plastic nose cone, 24" 
plastic parachute, full color water slide decals and illustrated 
instructions.  A great "first" scale kit!  Priced at $24.95 and designed to 
fly on 18mm motors, this BT-60 diameter D-Region Tomahawk soars 
to 500 feet!  Neubauer Rockets are available exclusively from Discount 

Rocketry via their website, http://www.discountrocketry.com. 

 Phoenix Rocketry’s Army Corporal.  Phoenix Rocketry’s latest 
kit is a semi-scale model of the Army Corporal.  Standing almost 5 feet 
tall, the Corporal flies on F and G motors and will reach altitudes of up 
to 1500 feet.  The kit includes a plastic blow molded nose cone, laser 
cut centering rings, plywood fins, heavy duty shock cord mount, and 
decals.  You must provide your own 36” nylon parachute.  Phoenix 
Rocketry kits are sold exclusively by Discount Rocketry.  Visit their 
web site at http://www.discountrocketry.com for more information. 
 Point 39 Productions LDRS XIX Video.  Point 39 Productions 
has released their 12th High Power Rocketry video, “LDRS XIX—Blast 
from the Grass” which covers the 2000 LDRS launch from 
Orangeburg, North Carolina.  As in past years, most all featured flights 
are covered with at least two cameras, providing nice, stable zoomed-in 
footage of launch, cutting to a dedicated camera to follow the flight 
path of each vehicle.  Of course, back again this year is more exciting 
footage from the ever-popular "PadCam"!  Placed right at the pad near 
the 'big ones', this camera puts the viewer mere feet from the biggest 
rockets flown at LDRS-XIX!  Want to know what it is like to stand 10 
feet from THREE Kosdon M3200 motors firing at once?  Suffice it to 
say, this very cluster in Derrick Deville's "Freedom 'Phiter" blasted the 
"PadCam" with a force that it will not soon forget!  As an additional 
added bonus, this video features an interview with Chris Pearson, the 
founder of LDRS, which he started way back in 1982. The LDRS XIX 
video costs is $20.00 and may be ordered from 

Point 39 Productions 
1607 Apple Valley Drive  
Augusta, GA 30906 

 

 Pratt Hobbies’ Go Box Launch Controller.  Pratt Hobbies has 
released the Go Box, a new launch controller.  The Go Box plugs into a 
standard car cigarette lighter.  A loud buzzer in the controller provides 
indication of continuity.  The Go Box comes with 25 feet of wire.  It 
sells for $24.95.  Contact Pratt Hobbies at their web site, 

http://www.pratthobbies.com, to place an order.   

 Public Missile Limited Terrier Booster.  Turn your Public 
Missiles Mini-BBX into a high-flying two stage rocket with their very 
close scale replica of the Terrier Booster stage of the Black Brant X 
sounding rocket.  The Terrier is easy to assemble and very easy to prep.  
PML has put a lot of time and effort into developing the best and most 
reliable inter-stage coupler on the market just for this kit.  The Terrier 
Booster features the following: 2.5" Quantum Tubing airframe, 10" 
long 38mm motor mount, scale urethane transition to Mini BBX 
sustainer stage, booster equipped with piston ejection system and 30" 
PML parachute.  Motor ejection is used for booster recovery.  The 
Terrier Boosters cost $89.95.  See the CPR-Based Kits page of the 

PML webstore, http://www.publicmissiles.com. 

 Rocketman Ballistic Streamer.  Rocketman Enterprises, Inc. has a 
new innovative ballistic streamer for the high altitude enthusiasts!  The 
heat resistant streamers are made out of 3" ballistic Kevlar ribbon sewn 
with Kevlar thread.  They are custom made to your specifications.  This 
high quality streamer costs $3.50 per yard.   

Web site:  http://the-rocketman.com 

 Rocket Vision Closes Down.  From Rocket Vision owner William 
E. Maness:  It is with deep regret that I'm announcing the termination 
of Rocket Vision operations.  I sincerely appreciate the support that our 
customers and the rocketry community have shown over the past two 
years.  
 We're leaving the industry in accordance with one of the clauses 
of our mission statement:  "If we cannot produce quality products at a 
profit in a market, we will withdraw from that marketplace."  We've 
worked hard to stay true to our credo.  According to the overwhelming 
majority of the feedback we've received, we've done a good job in the 
area of quality but we have not been able to become profitable. 
 Keep your eye out for further updates. We're negotiating with one 
of the most trusted names in the rocketry industry to keep alive the 
products you've come to trust and enjoy.  I hope you'll give the new 
owners the same outstanding support you've given us over the years.  
We've done some good things, and will work hard to be sure your 
favorite products remain available. 
 Many of the Rocket Vision team plan to continue attending 
launches.  We'll see you on the range. 
 Saturn Press Rockets of the World 2000 Supplement.  Saturn 
Press has released a 2000 supplement to their Rockets of the World 
book.  This 32-page booklet contains 14 rockets that have not appeared 
in any other Saturn Press publications.  Each rocket description consists 
of a detailed drawing, historical summary, and color key for accurate 
painting.  The 2000 supplement costs $15.00.  Visit the Saturn Press 

web site at http://members.aol.com/SatrnPress. 
 Top Flight Recovery CrossFire Parachute.  New for 2001, Top 
Flight Recovery (TFR) will introduce a new line of parachutes, the 
TFR CROSSFIRE.  This is a six paneled multi-colored chute.  They are 
designed for ultra-strength. Also, TFR has added a new FSP-36” 
FIREWALL retro fit shock cord protector.  It has a hook and a loop 
closer.  This will make it easy to adapt it to an already built rocket.  
You can also move it to another kit.  This will make it easier and 
quicker.  Top Flight still offers their standard line of parachutes, X-type 
parachutes, streamers, Nomex parachutes and shock cord protectors.  
For a complete product description and prices including dealer listings 
visit their website at http://www.topflightrecoveryllc.com. 
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November Launch Report 
By Warren Layfield 

 

Name   Rocket   Motor 

 
Adam Vasilakis  Bandit   B4-4 
John Vasilakis  Sam X         C6-0/B6-6 
David Virga  Solar Aventure  E18-7W 
David Virga  Astro Cam  C6-7 
Jeff Coons  X-34   D12-3 
Jeff Coons  X-35   E5-4 
Stan Huyge  Maniac   D12-5 
Stan Huyge  Falcon   1/2A3-2 
Matt Huyge  Mini-Saucer  A3-OP 
Matt Huyge  Harpoon   1/4A3-3 
Jeff Proffitt  Psyclone   A10-3T 
Jeff Proffitt  Alpha 3   B6-4 
Robby Chroneos  Bullpup   B6-4 
Robby Chroneos  Bandit   B6-4 
Robby Chroneos  Python   D12-5 
Paul Chroneos  Bullpup   D12-5 
Paul Chroneos  Flash   C6-5 
Pir & Zara Warzabluk Naboo Fighter  A10-3T 
Wayne Hall  Viper   A8-3 
Tom Demboski  Iris   B6-6 
Tom Dembowski  Big Bertha  C6-5 
Tom Dembowski  Spev   C6-3 
Tom Dembowski  Maniac/Astrocam  D12-7 
Tori McClintock  Fuzzy 2000  A8-3 
George Schaiffer  SR-71 Black Bird  C6-5 
Kyle Straight  AMRAAM  B6-6 
Marvin Maples  Rapier   E28-7T 
Marvin Maples  Big Daddy  E30-4T 
Taylor Maples  AMRAAM  C5-3 
Taylor Maples  Mongoose  B6-0/B6-4 
Brett Golas  Big Daddy  D12-5 
Brett Golas  Big Betty   B6-6 
Brett Golas  Quark   1/2A3-2T 
Brett Golas  Bull Pup   B6-6 
Greg Elder  Big R2-D2  D12-3 
Greg Elder  Big Mosquito  D12-3 
Greg Elder  Birdie   A10-3T 
Greg Elder  Ci-Ci   B4-2 
 
 

YAPA "Yet Another PIC Altimeter!"—Part 4, 

Electronic Project Construction 
By Nathan Coit (NAR#76240, TRA#6598) 

 
 This is the fourth part of my article on my first altimeter project 
the YAPA or "Yet Another PIC Altimeter".  In the first three parts, I 
discussed the general design and the electronic circuit of the altimeter.  
Originally I planned to discuss the altimeter software program in this 
part, but I have decided to move along to the electronic construction 
instead which will probably more interesting to folks anyway.  Most of 
this installment will be completely general and useful on other 
electronics projects. 
 Once one has an electric circuit designed and is ready to start 
prototyping it, there are lots of different ways to proceed.  Which 
method you choose depends on factors such as difficulty, expense, 

construction time, and reliability.  What follows are descriptions of all 
the ways I have found to build electronic projects.   
 

Breadboard Prototyping 

 The breadboard technique for prototyping uses a special plastic 
"breadboard" that consists of two sections, each section containing an 
array of holes, see Picture 1.  Under each hole is a copper conductor or 
"buss" that connects all the holes in it horizontal row.  In the picture 

there are five holes in 
each row either side of 
the center break.  A 
circuit is constructed 
by inserting chips and 
components into the 
holes.  Short sections 
of wire are used to 
connect the leads of 
the chips and other 
components to each 
other. The circuit in 
the picture is just for 

show, most circuits will have a lot more components and connections.  
The breadboards can be purchased in small to large sets so that any size 
circuit can conceivably be built.  Kits with breadboards mounted on a 
base with pre-cut wire of varying lengths and colors are also available.    
 Once a circuit has been built up and tested it can then be made 
permanent by moving it to a special printed circuit board with copper 
traces where the conductors were on the breadboard.  On the PCB the 
wires and components are soldered in exactly the way they were 
arranged on the breadboard.   
 The breadboard method of prototyping is popular and the transfer 
to the special PCB can produce a strong and reliable construction.  It is 
not as efficient at board area use as the next methods but the bussed 
solder connection system makes it very easy to build. 
 

Printed Circuit Board Construction 

 Making a PCB circuit requires etching a single or double-sided 
copper clad fiberglass board so that only some of the copper remains to 
make the interconnects of the circuit.  An etched PCB is what we are 
most familiar with we see electronic circuits in devices.  This 
industrial/professional method usually requires a complicated multi-
step manufacturing process, which is far out of reach of the hobbyist.  
However this does not mean the hobbyist cannot make his/her own 
etched PCBs.  There are a number of different ways to go about it and 
the results can be very satisfactory. 
 Making your own PCB requires following a set of general steps.  
First the electrical circuit is translated into a PCB "layout" which is a 
literal diagram of how the PCB will look after the excess copper is 
etched away.  The layout will consist of one or two pictures depending 
on whether the circuit is single or double-sided.   In the "old days" this 
layout was done by hand using black tape on transparent velum on a 
light table.  Today circuits are predominantly "laid out" in a computer 
program.  This special computer program is usually extremely 
expensive (my firm's program cost $5000), but inexpensive and even 
free shareware versions are available on the net to the hobbyist - a good 
example is Ivex's WinBoard layout program.   
 Use of layout programs is difficult and takes some practice.  The 
procedure is to place the components first and then plot or "route" one 
common connection or "net" at a time between its respective 
components.  Route by route, the layout progresses until all the 
connections have been made.  Rarely though is it possible to directly 
route all the connections since one signal cannot cross another.  Usually 
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a couple of different tries must be made, with maybe a rearrangement 
of the components, before every connection can be routed.  Quite often 
it is just not possible to make certain routes and a jumper wire must be 
used above the copper traces 
 Once a PCB layout is completed it is transferred to the surface of 
the copper clad board as a "mask".  If the PCB is double-sided the 
masks for each side must be aligned precisely by some registration 
technique.  Since this registration step can be problematic I recommend 
sticking to single-sided boards in the beginning.  The masking step can 
be done in a variety of ways described below, but its purpose is to 
protect the copper underneath it from being dissolved in the etching 
step. 
 When the PCB is suitably masked it is immersed in the etchant 
solution.  For the hobbyist this is a solution of Ferric Chloride.  Over a 
period of time depending on temperature and concentration, the etchant 
removes the copper layer that is not masked.  When all of the non-
masked copper has been removed the board is rinsed with water to stop 
the etching.  WARNING—Ferric Chloride is VERY corrosive and 
caustic.  You MUST use proper safety precautions when handling, 
using and storing it.  Use rubber gloves and safety goggles when 
handling.  Also the fumes are dangerous too - have proper ventilation in 
the work area.  Ferric Chloride will also eat through all metals (as I 
found out) not just copper - use plastic and glass trays/containers.  
Finally read and follow all the warnings/instructions on the bottle.  
Nuff said.  
 After etching, the PCB must then be drilled where component pins 
are mounted and soldered.  I use a #56 or smaller bit and a Dremel.  If 
you are making a two-sided board then all the interconnects or "vias" 
between the top and bottom must be made by soldering in a small piece 
of wire in the connecting hole. 
 Finally all the electrical components are soldered in place and 
voila!, you have a beautiful circuit prototype (short of the inevitable 
debugging step of course). 
 

PCB Masking 
 There are several different ways to perform the masking step 
described above.   The most direct method is to use an etch-resistant 
marker to literally draw the mask onto the copper.  From my 
experience, this doesn't work very well and I don’t recommend it.  
Another direct method is to apply special etch-resistant tape strips to 
the copper, again actually performing the layout step on the copper.  
These tapes work better than the markers but can also have problems if 
the tape does not adhere cleanly.  Greg Simonsen uses this method on 
the timer boards he makes.  The problem with direct mask layout 
methods like these is that they are good for only one board at a time.  If 
you want to make any more than one board you have do the whole 
layout again. 
 The traditional hobbyist PCB masking method is to use a photo-
etch-resistant mask or photo-mask.  By this method the copper is 
coated with a photo-masking chemical.  The mask layout is printed, 
drawn, or taped up on a piece of transparent plastic.  The mask is then 
held over the coated copper and exposed to a strong UV light source 
(the sun is usually good enough).  Next the exposed board is immersed 
in a developing solution that "develops" only the un-exposed or masked 
portions.  The exposed or non-developed sections of photo-resist is 
removed by some method which is dependent on the photo-resist and 
then the PCB is ready for etching.  The developed photo-resist blocks 
the etchant from removing copper in the masked areas.  It should be 
noted that there are two types of photo-resist available, positive and 
negative acting.  I get these confused which is which, but one type 
requires a exposure mask that is black where copper is to remain and 

the other is black where the copper is to be removed.  Look closely at 
the label to make sure you are buying the one you want/need. 
 There are two ways that the photo-resist can be applied to the 
copper board.  One way is to spray it on like paint.  The other is to buy 
pre-coated or "sensitized" boards.  I have had more success with the 
later and I recommend it.   Pre-sensitized boards can be bought in 
different sizes and then cut down as needed.  Be careful not to expose 
them to any UV sources while handling. 
 To make the plastic mask there are a number of ways available.  
The first is to make a traditional transparency from a good sharp black 
copy.  I used to use the transparency machine where I worked,  I guess 
the same may be available at copier stores.  The most up to date method 
is to print with a laser or inkjet printer directly onto the special 
transparency materials now available.   
 A new method I have found is to laser print the layout onto special 
dry transfer sheets.  The printed layout is ironed directly onto the 
copper surface with a clothes iron. The mask is transferred like a dry 
transfer decal.  There is no chemical development step; the masked 
board can be immediately etched.  Although I have the materials to do 
this method, I haven't had a chance yet.  If it works as advertised, it 
definitely will be the way to go. 
 

Commercial PCB Construction 

 A final method of making a custom PCB is to have someone else 
do it!  Until recently this would have been far too expensive for the 
hobbyist, but recently there are many no-frills board houses that 
provide services cheap enough to be considered.  Usually the majority 
of the cost is in the flat setup cost so getting multiple boards is not 
proportionally more expensive.  So maybe going in with others to 
spread the cost is a possibility.  Getting the right files in the right 
formats to the board house can be a hassle though, so expect a little 
wrangling. 
 I want to mention a particular net-based board house that is 
unusual.  ExpressPCB (www.expresspcb.com) offers free for the 
download a complete layout program.  The program is as simple as it 
gets - very little learning curve.  When you complete your layout the 
program will generate a quote for your design right there (including 
shipping!).  Then when you are ready to order, just fill out a little form, 
connect to the net, and press send.  The program transfers your design 
to the ExpressPCB site and places an order.  Wait a couple of days and 
your boards arrive FedEx - neat huh?  If you can spend a little money 
this is definitely the way to go for PCBs. 
 

Wire Wrap Construction 

 Wire warp prototyping is the method I grew up on professionally.  
It requires the use of a special wire wrap socket for each circuit 

component, see 
Picture 2.  A circuit 
is constructed by 
stripping the ends of 
28 or 30 gauge 
insulated wire and 
wrapping them about 
the long pins of the 
wire wrap sockets 
with a special 
wrapping tool.  Each 
wire wrap pin can 
support from 2 to 4 

wrapped connections so that most circuits can be constructed.  If a 
wrong connection is made mistakenly or the circuit is modified, wires 
are simply unwrapped and then re-connected as needed.  With a little 
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practice the stripping and wrapping procedures become easy and a 
circuit can be constructed very quickly.  A disadvantage of wire 
wrapping is that the special wire wrap sockets are a bit costly.  Also the 
long wire wrap pins make the circuit "thick" making it harder to get 
into smaller places than other methods.  For quick construction though 
I don't think it can be beat. 
 

Point-to-Point Soldering 

 The final method I want to talk about is point-to-point soldering.  
This is the method I finally used in the construction of the Yapa.  Like 
wire wrap, point-to-point requires using sockets for mounting the chip 
components; discreet components like capacitors, resistors, etc. are 
mounted directly.  The sockets and discreet parts are mounted by 
gluing or by lightly soldering a pin or lead to a special type of printed 
circuit board that has a single copper pad for every drilled hole. Instead 
of the long pin wire wrap sockets, the more common (and cheaper) 
shorter pin sockets are used.  Circuit connections are made by stripping 
a little bit of the insulation off the end of a wire and wrapping it once or 
twice around the little bit of socket pin or discreet part lead that sticks 
through the PCB hole.  The small wire wrap is lightly soldered to keep 
it connected.  A continuous connection from pin to pin can be made by 
separating the insulation in the middle of a wire just enough to wrap 
once around the intermediate pin and then proceeding to the next pin in 
the circuit. 
 Point-to-point soldering construction can produce a very small flat 
circuit comparable to a custom PCB but with a greater ease of 
modification.  Of great help is a good pointy pair of tweezers for 
gripping and wrapping the wire, a fine tipped soldering iron, and a 
variety of different colored wires.  The wire can be the same as that 
used for wire wrapping; 28 or 30 gauge solid insulated.  
 

YAPA Layout 
 Pictures 3 and 4 show the front and back of the YAPA circuit 

board.  The 
components are 
placed as closely 
as I could get them 
because I wanted 
to mount it in a 
38mm rocket.  
From the top of the 
circuit the 
PIC16F84 is 
mounted next to 
the oscillator 
followed going 
downward by the 
DS275, indicator 
LED, EEPROM, 
voltage reference, 
ADC, pressure 

transducer, 
amplifier 

components, 
acceleration 

switch, battery, 
and finally the 
MOSFET switches 
and terminal 
blocks at the 
bottom.  

 

Acceleration Switch 

 The acceleration switch used in the YAPA was copied from an 
Adept altimeter I have (hope I don't get sued - Adept claims to have a 
patent on it although its number is not given, Jim Amos claims it 
doesn't exist).  It is made from a contact switch and a small piece of 
brass round.  To construct the switch mount the contact switch the 
circuit board slightly offset to one side.  Drill a hole in one end of a 
short piece of brass round.  Slightly file one side of hole flat.  Mount 
the brass round with a small brass brad to the PC board by slightly 
enlarging a hole to allow for the brad.  On the back side of the board 
put a small washer over the projecting end of the brad and solder it in 
place.  Trim the end of the brad with wire cutters.  Place the brad hole 
near the end of the contact switch lever in such a way that when the 
round swings downward under acceleration it depresses the contact 
switch lever.  When not accelerating, the contact switch internal spring 
keeps the round rotated upward. 
 

Next Time.. 

 If it happens, the next part of this article will cover the mounting 
of the YAPA in a 38mm rocket.  This required a little bit of thinking to 
get the ejection charges oriented correctly. 
 

Local Sources 

 
Centennial Electronics: Prototyping breadboards/kits, PCB 
construction supplies, wire, tools, sockets. 
 
OEM Parts: Prototyping breadboards, sockets, wire, electrical 
components. 
 
Radio Shack: Prototyping breadboards / PCBs,  PCB construction 
supplies, wire, sockets,  electrical components. 
 

December Launch Report 
By Warren Layfield 

 

Name   Rocket   Motor 

 

Zara Padden  Outlaw   A10-3T 
Mark James  Extreme   D9-4 
Brian Thayer  Flash   B6-4 
Alex Virga  Wildfire   B6-4 
Greg Sandras  Ivee 2G   ½A2-2 
Greg Sandras  Ivee 2G   ¼A2-2 
Greg Sandras  Egg Lofter  C6-3 
David Sannerud  H20 lifting Body  A8-3 
David Sannerud  Fat Boy   C6-5 
David Sanneurd  Sport   C6-5 
David Sannerud  Flying Jenny  A8-3 
David Sannerud  Heatseaker  C6-5 
David Sannerud  Deep Surface Probe C6-3 
Jeff Proffitt  Super Roc  ½A2-3T 
Jeff Proffitt  Psyclone   A3-4T (2) 
Jeff Proffitt  Grey hawk  B6-4 
George Shaiffer  Heatseaker  ? 
George Shaiffer  SR71 Blackbird  ? 
Matt Huyge  Falcon   ½A3-2 
Matt Huyge  Mini Saucer  A3-0T 
Bob Ellis   Aero Bee 300  D9-4 
Bob Ellis   Old Timer  E18-3 
Bob Ellis   Peribrine   D13-7 
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Greg Elder  Yellow Thing      D12-0/D12-5 
Greg Elder  Texas Twister  ½A2-2 
Greg Elder  Silver Hawk  ½A3-2T 
Greg Elder  Swinger   C6-3 
Pir Warzabluk  Naboo Fighter  A10-3T (2) 
David Virga  Initiator   E16-4 
David Virga  Astro Cam 110  C6-7 
Tom Demboski  American Eagle  B6-4 
Tom Dembowski  Maxi / Astrocam  D12-5 
Tom Dembowski  Big Bertha  C6-5 
Stan Huyge  Invader  ½A6-2 / B6-4 (2) 
Stan Huyge  Razer   C6-7 
Stan Huyge  Mini Saucer  A3-0T 
Stan Huyge  Falcon   ½A3-2 
 

Top 10 Space Stories for 2000 
 
Here are the top 10 space-related news stories for 2000, as judged by 
www.space.com. 
 
1. Evidence of Water on Mars.  Photos returned by the Mars Global 

Surveyor in 2000 provide strong evidence that Mars at one time 
had water, and that water may still be dribbling out of some crater 
walls. 

2. International Space Station Open for Business.  On Oct 31 2000, 
one American and two Russians blasted off from the same launch 
pad that sent Yuri Gargarin into space in 1961.  Two days later, 
the trio boarded the International Space Station, opening a new era 
in the frontiers of space exploration.  The crew is busy preparing 
the outpost for further construction and an estimated 45 rotating 
research crews that will serve aboard ISS over the next 15 years. 

3. The Mir Saga.  Throughout 2000, the fate of the Russian space 
station Mir seemed to change monthly.  Initially, Moscow had 
signaled that Mir would fall back to earth in August.  However, 
various “plans” arrived to invest money into Mir for such things as 
turning it into an orbiting hotel or to film a TV show aboard the 
space station.  Money never arrived and the plan now is to send 
Mir plummeting back to earth in February 2001, 15 years after it 
was placed into orbit. 

4. NASA Exploration After the Mars Polar Lander.  The impact of 
the failure of the Mars Polar Lander reverberated throughout 
NASA during 2000.  The failure highlighted NASA’s poor 
management practices, slipshod work, and sloppy test procedures.  
As a result, NASA decided not to launch a robotic lander to Mars 
in 2001.  In October, NASA outlined a revamped Mars 
exploration plan that includes a Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter in 
2005 and a robotics soil sample return from Mars in 2011. 

5. Solar Maximum:  In the past year, solar flares have belched more 
energy in an instant than a century's worth of Category 5 
hurricanes.  Coronal mass ejections hurled charged particles on a 
3-day journey to Earth's magnetosphere, where they turn the night 
sky green and purple.  2000's solar maximum was predicted, both 
in timing and intensity, four years ago.  And while the initial 
forecast might have been a little off the mark, it was refined a full 
year ahead of the peak. 

6. The Most Detailed Map of Earth.  In February, NASA’s space 
shuttle Endeavour used radar to map an incredible 46 million 
square miles (120 million square kilometers) of the Earth’s surface 
to create the complete world atlas of its kind.  The Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission produced a data set that is now being stitched 
together to make the first-ever, near-global topographical map.  To 

create the map, NASA sent aloft two radar antennas, one nestled 
inside the shuttle payload bay, the other at the tip of a mammoth 
200-foot (60-meter) mast extended into space once the mission 
was under way. 

7. The 100th Space Shuttle Mission.  On a cloudy October night in 
Florida, spaceship Discovery set sail on NASA’s historic 100th 
shuttle flight—a high-stakes International Space Station 
construction mission. 

8. The Death of Compton.  On June 4, NASA’s Compton Gamma-
Ray Observatory became the biggest spacecraft to fall from orbit 
since Skylab broke up over the South Pacific.  The fall from grace, 
orchestrated by nervous NASA officials, ended the spacecraft’s 
nine-year mission to study everything from quasars to gamma-ray 
bursts. During its time in space, the $670-million Compton—
named for Nobel Prize-winning physicist Arthur Holly 
Compton—orbited the Earth nearly 52,000 times.  It was deployed 
in orbit by the shuttle Atlantis in April 1991. 

9. NEAR Shoemaker Meets Eros.  Since February 14, NASA’s Near 
Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) spacecraft has been orbiting 
433 Eros.  Scientists now have solid data on the oddly shaped 
space rock.  Eros is surely a fractured chip off a larger body.  
Starting in January 2001, a series of engine firings will enable the 
spacecraft nudge itself to progressively lower orbits and low 
flyovers of Eros.  On February 12, NEAR Shoemaker is to make a 
"controlled descent"—space lingo for a landing.  

10. The Death of Iridium.  Commercial consumers found a $7 billion, 
66-satellite Iridium system too clumsy and too expensive to use.  
The entire constellation of mass-produced satellites had been 
deployed in space within 12 months.  Boosters from three 
nations—the Chinese Long March, the Russian Proton, and the 
U.S. Delta—hurled into orbit the Iridium system.  However, 
Iridium failed to secure what it once hoped would blossom to a 
customer base of 5 million users worldwide by 2002.  Iridium 
filed for bankruptcy.  In November, the first Iridium satellite made 
an uncontrolled entry into the earth’s atmosphere.  A new 
company has since taken over ownership of the remaining 
satellites. 

 

Test Your Knowledge of Space Firsts and Seconds 
(Answers on page 11) 

 
1. What was the first higher-life form to orbit the earth? 
2. Who was the first person to orbit the earth? 
3. Who was the second person to orbit the earth? 
4. Who was the first woman in space? 
5. Who was the second woman in space? 
6. Who had the first cold in space? 
7. What was the first “junk” from earth left on the moon? 
8. Who made the first extravehicular activity (space walk)? 
 

Maxi Alpha 3 Tip 
By Greg Elder 

 
 If you build the current release of the Estes Maxi Alpha 3, you 
will have a problem.  Once the engine hook hold-down tube is glued to 
the motor tube, you will not be able to fit the motor tube assembly 
through the hole in the plastic fin unit.  You will have to enlarge this 
hole.  As an alternative, do not use the hold-down tube.  For my Maxi 
Alpha 3, I held down the engine hook with 2 wraps of masking tape.  
This works quite well and the motor tube will fit easily through the fin 
unit. 
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COSROCS Calendar 
 

Unless otherwise noted, all launches are at Stetson Hills.  Business 
meetings are at the Gold Hill Police Station. 
 

6 Jan: Winterfest, 9AM 
 

10 Jan: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

20 Jan: Sports Launch, 9AM 
 

3 Feb: Sports Launch, 9AM 
 

14 Feb: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

17 Feb: Sports Launch, 9AM 
 

3 Mar: Sports Launch, 9AM 
 

14 Mar: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

17 Mar: Sports Launch, 9AM 
 

23-25 Mar: NARCON, Irving, Texas 
 

7 Apr: Sports Launch, 9AM 
 

11 Apr: Business Meeting, 7PM 
 

21 Apr: Sports Launch, 9AM 

 

Apogee Components Texas Twister 
By Greg Elder 

 
 The Texas Twister is the latest rocket from Apogee Components.  
This fun sport flyer features helicopter recovery.  While not intended as 
a competition rocket, you could use the Texas Twister as a backup 
Helicopter Duration (HD) rocket incase your primary HD rocket DQ’s 
or thermals away. 

 As is standard with Apogee kits, the 
Texas Twister comes with a clearly 
illustrated set of instructions that easily 
explains the rocket’s construction.  The kit 
includes 18mm body tubes, 10mm motor 
tube, plastic nose cone, laser cut balsa fins, 
a molded plastic flap guide, and water 
transfer decals. 
 The Texas Twister assembles fairly 
easy.  Each fin consists of two parts—the 
main part of the fin and a flap.  The flap is 
attached to the fin using a hinge mesh 
material glued to each part with CA.  To 
ensure the flap is not glued directly to the 
fin (you want the flap to be able to move 
freely back and forth via the hinge), coat 
the front edge of the flap and bottom edge 
of the fin with a thin layer of vasoline.  
This prevents the CA glue from adhering to 
those edges.  (I learned this technique from 
building this kit.)  To complete the fin/flap 
assembly, balsa hooks are glued to the fin 

and the flap.  A rubber band placed over the hooks actuates the flap. 
 The motor tube is constructed like a piston so as to slide inside the 
body tube.  The plastic flap guide is glued to the rear of the motor tube.  

At launch, the motor piston is placed in a forward position, such that 
the flap guide holds the flaps straight, in-line with the fins.  At ejection, 
the motor piston will be moved to the rear, thus, releasing the flaps.  
With the flaps pulled down at an angle, the Texas Twister will then 
spin, recovering like a helicopter. 
 The remainder of the kit (nose cone, launch lugs, etc.) goes 
together as with any typical model rocket.  I launched my Texas 
Twister three times.  The first flight used a 1/2A2-2 motor that seemed 
to have too short of a delay, as the motor ejected while the rocket was 
still ascending.  This resulted in a horizontal, rather than nose down, 
recovery of the rocket.  For the second flight, I wanted to use a 1/2A2-2 
motor again but mistakenly chose a 1/2A2-4 motor.  This time the 
motor did not eject until the rocket was 20 feet from the ground.  
However, the flaps deployed and the rocket spun, nose down, to a safe 
landing.  For the last flight, I used an A2-3 motor.  Unfortunately, the 
motor had no ejection and my Texas Twister severely impacted the 
parking lot.  The front half of the rocket is crumpled but it is repairable. 
 I found the Texas Twister fun to build and fun to fly (when you 
use the correct motor).  It is rated as a skill level 3 kit, requiring 
average building skills.  If you are looking for a rocket with a ”twist”, 
this is one for you.  The Texas Twister costs $11.95 and is available 
from: 
  Apogee Components 
  630 Elkton Dr. 
  Colorado Springs, CO 80907 

  http://www.apogeerockets.com 

 

Answers to Space Knowledge Quiz 
 
1. Laika, a female mongrel dog on a life-support system in the 

USSR's Sputnik 2, blasted to space in November 1957.  The dog 
captured the hearts of people around the world as life slipped away 
from Laika ten days into her journey.  Sputnik 2 fell into the 
atmosphere and burned in April 1958. 

2. Yuri Gagarin, the first man in space, also was the first man in 
orbit.  He completed one revolution around Earth in 1 hour 48 
minutes in Vostok 1 April 12, 1961. 

3. Gherman Titov was the second person to orbit the earth, 
completing 16 revolutions around the globe in 25 hours 18 
minutes in Vostok 2 August 6, 1961.  While American Alan 
Shepard was the second person in space (May 5, 1961), he did not 
orbit the earth. 

4. Valentina Tereshkova was the first woman in space.  She spent 71 
hours orbiting Earth 48 times in June 1963 in her capsule Sea 
Gull. 

5. Cosmonaut Svetlana Savitskaya, the second woman in space, flew 
to the Salyut 7 space station August 19, 1982. 

6. Wally Schirra came down with a cold in October 1968 while 
orbiting in Apollo 7. 

7. In September 1959, the USSR intentionally crashed its unmanned 
probe Luna 2 into the Moon, the first time Man landed anything 
on the Moon.  The wreckage still is there. 

8. Alexei Leonov made the first-ever extravehicular activity (EVA), 
ten minutes on a 10-ft. tether outside the USSR's Voskhod 2 
capsule March 18, 1965. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Broadsword on the cover belongs to Greg Simonsen (as if you 
didn’t know). 
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Matt Huyge Ready’s His Rocket 
(Photo by Greg Elder) 

A Maxi Alpha 3 Lifts Off 
(Photo by Greg Elder) 


